
MONTHLY 

THEME:
Dots and Circles Description supplies needed

Arrival Activity 

:45
Stamping

Cover the table with butcher paper and allow the 

kids to stamp using fingers

butcher paper, stamp pads, 

stamp

CIRCLE TIME :05 Gathering

Gather using music.  Look at famous art. Read 

"The Dot"  All artists get an Orange Easel Journal 

to bring to circle time.   Practice making circles and 

dots.

crayons, sharpies, stamp 

pads, book

Table 1 - Kinetic sand Explore kinetic sands Trays, molds, kinetic sand

Table 2 - Free Paint
Free Paint :)  Place fine art work on the table for 

the kids to see.

Paint, palettes, brushes, 

paper

Chalkboard - Dot Art Gallery

Teachers, pre-draw frames on the chalkboard with 

blank gallery tags.  Fill in the gallery wall with your 

own dot art!

Chalk, spray bottle, small 

towel to erase

Sensory Mats -
Sand/Light Box 

drawing

Fill the light table with colored sand.  Show how to 

draw dots and circles in the sand!
Colored Sand, light table

Table 1 - Snack Set for snack (water cups and animal crackers) cups, crackers

Easel Wall Dot Art Gallery

Teachers, pre-draw frames on the easel paper to 

hang on the plexi glass.  Kids, fill in the gallery wall 

with your own dot art!

Paint palettes, brushes, 

water cups

Patio Floor n/a

Preschool Room STATIONS:

Large Room STATIONS:

Patio STATIONS:

September Week 1

ART LESSON :20 Dot Collage

Use watercolor pads to make finger prints.  Once 

the fingerprints are done, pass our brushes.  Can 

you outline your dots?  (CONCENTRIC) Can you dot 

around your dots? Can you circle ALL the dots?

watercolor pads, watercolor 

paper with a taped border, 

mat frames



MONTHLY 

THEME:
Dots and Circles Description supplies needed

Arrival Activity 

:45
Stamping

Cover the table with butcher paper and allow the 

kids to stamp using fingers

butcher paper, stamp pads, 

stamp

CIRCLE TIME :05 Gathering

Gather using music.  Look at famous art. Read "Put 

Me in the Zoo"  All artists get an Orange Easel 

Journal to bring to circle time.   Practice making 

circles and dots using stickers!

pastels, book, journals

Table 1 - Kinetic sand Explore kinetic sands Trays, molds, kinetic sand

Table 2 - Free Paint
Free Paint :)  Place fine art work on the table for 

the kids to see.

Paint, palettes, brushes, 

paper

Chalkboard - Zoo Cages

Teachers, pre-draw zoo bars (vertical lines) on the 

chalkboard.  Fill in the gallery wall with wild 

animals!

Paint Cups, butcher paper 

with "bars", sample animals.  

Paint brushes

Sensory Mats -
Sand/Light Box 

drawing

Fill the light table with colored sand.  Show how to 

draw dots and circles in the sand!
Colored Sand, light table

Table 1 - Snack Set for snack (water cups and animal crackers) cups, crackers

Easel Wall Dot Art Gallery

Teachers, pre-draw frames on the easel paper to 

hang on the plexi glass.  Kids, fill in the gallery wall 

with your own dot art!

Paint palettes, brushes, 

water cups

Patio Floor n/a

Patio STATIONS:

ART LESSON :20
Animal Stamped 

Collages

Give each child a small piece of foam core.  Invite 

them to cover the foam core with foam stickers.  

foam stickers, foam core 

(precut for small hands), 

Preschool Room STATIONS:

Large Room STATIONS:

September Week 2



MONTHLY 

THEME:
Dots and Circles Description supplies needed

Arrival Activity 

:45
Stamping

Cutting Practice: Use the scissors to practice 

paper.  Provide glue and a large piece of butcher 

paper for a collaborative collage.

Construction paper, scissors, 

glue, brushes, butcher paper

CIRCLE TIME :05 Gathering

Gather using music.  Look at famous art. Read 

"The Book with the Hole"  All artists get an Orange 

Easel Journal to bring to circle time.  Give each 

child a pair of scissor and help them cut a HOLE in 

their journal. Design around it.

pastels, book, journals

Table 1 - Kinetic sand Explore kinetic sands Trays, molds, kinetic sand

Table 2 - Free Paint
Free Paint :)  Place fine art work on the table for 

the kids to see.

Paint, palettes, brushes, 

paper

Chalkboard - Dot Art Gallery

Teachers, pre-draw frames on the chalkboard with 

blank gallery tags.  Fill in the gallery wall with your 

own dot art!

Chalk, spray bottle, small 

towel to erase

Sensory Mats -
Sand/Light Box 

drawing

Fill the light table with colored sand.  Show how to 

draw dots and circles in the sand!
Colored Sand, light table

Table 1 - Snack Set for snack (water cups and animal crackers) cups, crackers

Easel Wall Dot Art Gallery

Teachers, pre-draw frames on the easel paper to 

hang on the plexi glass.  Kids, fill in the gallery wall 

with your own dot art!

Paint palettes, brushes, 

water cups

Patio Floor n/a

Preschool Room STATIONS:

Large Room STATIONS:

Patio STATIONS:

September Week 3

ART LESSON :20 Dot Collage
Provide large papers (9x12) and half sheets with 

holes in them.  Use your designing and drawing 
Hole-y paper.  Markers.




